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Saint Joseph Center for Mental 
Health is a 121-bed， acute care psy
chiatric hospital located at 819 Dorcas 
Street，Omaha, Nebraska. The hospi
tal is a health care center of Ameri
can Medical International, Inc. The 
Center provides comprehensive mental 
health services for all developmental 
levels from the preschool child to the 
older adult patient. Each year over 
1，500 children，adolescents, and 
adults are admitted to the Center’s 
fully accredited， specialized programs. 
The Center for Mental Health serves
as the primary teaching facility for 
Creighton University Health Sciences 
programs， and is dedicated to the 
purpose of enabling the patient to 
return to a more productive role 
in his family, work， and social 
environment.
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From the Executive Director
I he staff at the Center for Mental Health took special pride in developing this 
丄 issue of Progress Magazine on the subject of troubled youth. We share the 

belief that alleviating emotional problems of the young requires not only highly 
skilled professionals, but a unique dedication to the family and a deep appreciation 
for growth and change. While the Center has provided psychiatric services for 
over half a century, specialized psychiatric programs for children began in 1970 
with a 16 bed children’s unit. The unit began with a small but energetic staff 
which included a school teacher, a nurse trained in child psychiatric nursing, a 
recreational therapist, an occupational therapist, and a psychologist.

Dr. Edward r. Beitenman, who trained at the University of Pennsylvania at the 
Philadelphia Child Guidance Clinic, joined the staff as our 行rst Child Psychiatrist 
and accepted responsibility as Medical Director for the service at its inception.

Today the program has quadrupled in size with 56 designated beds. We’ve treated 
patients as young as 18 months of age up to 18 years old. Ninety-five staff are 
now attending to this special population. Three Child Psychiatrists assist with our 
program design and nine psychiatrists are recognized as having necessary qualiAca- 
tions and are chrncaUy privileged to treat children and adolescent patients at the 
Center. As the primary psychiatric teaching facility for the Creighton University 
Medical School, we also serve to train Child Psychiatric Fellows under the director
ship of Dr. Paul Fine.

Our treatment approach assumes a developmental focus and length of stay ranges 
from two to five weeks. Today， we enjoy 行ve separate programs; a Children’s 
Unit (ages 2-12)， Young Teens (ages i 2-15)， Older Adolescent (ages 15-18)， a 
Child/Adolescent Intensive Care Unit designed for care of severe emotional 
problems， and the Adolescent Substance Abuse Program. Each program has an 
Educational Therapy component. Our Ove teachers are certified to teach all levels 
of special education and the programs are recognized by the State of Nebraska 
as Level HI Special Needs Classrooms. Our professional services are provided to 
over 30 school districts in the tri-state region of Iowa，Nebraska, and Kansas.

As the 行rst and largest private psychiatric facility treating youth， we are fortunate 
to have multiple affiliations with social service agencies, courts， schools and 
intermediate and long-term treatment facilities.
Boys Town is a major affiliate and is repre
sented on our Governing Board by Dr. Patrick 
Brookhouser， Medical Director of Boys Town 
夏nstitute. The Child/Adolescent staff offer 
community education programs and consultation 
services. Program or consultation inquiries may 
be made by calling the Director of Clinical 
Services at 449-4650 or writing the office of 
the Executive Director.
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Growing Up In The 80”s: 
PitMls In f  he Land Of Plenty

By Edward T. Beitenman, M.D. and Jeriann Ziegler，M.S.

Most adults can look back at their 
childhood and adolescence and recall 
some of its pain and struggles; from 
problems with friendships, romances， 
and parents， to school and career

choices. With those 
recollections，memo
ries of happier epi
sodes ensue, 
followed by com
ments indicating that 
life was easier when 
they were young. 
These adults typi
cally conclude, with 
both relief and con
cern that growing up 
is harder for today’s 
youth.

Growing up for 
any child has been 
and is a difficult 
task. As each child 
reaches a develop
mental stage， he is 
faced with new ideas 
regarding himself 
and his environment. 
Self identities，per
sonal relationships, 
and responsibilities 
are clarified. Active 
confrontation and 
questioning of the 
people and ideas 
around them is natu

ral， adolescent behavior. As children 
become older， especially inadole’s- 
cence, they begin to use new cogni
tive skills， enabling them to 
understand more complex and abstract 
ideas. They begin to focus on the 
ideal and possible rather than the 
real. With this comprehension evolves 
challenging and questioning thinking. 
Routine skills or procedures such 
as school curriculum and school eval
uation techniques are questioned. 
Adolescents become more introspec
tive and spend a great deal of time
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contemplating tneir own thoughts and 
feelings as well as those of their 
peers. Thev are constantly asking 
themselves such questions as ‘‘1 
wonder if he really cares’’ and ‘‘Does 
she know what I，m thinking” . The 
never ending use of the phone in an 
adolescent’s home rejects this new 
awareness and level of thinking. 
Personal identities are developed as 
children grow, with a natural, pro
gressive move away from adults. Sat- 
isrymg peer relationships possibly 
become the most important aspect of 
ayouth’senvironment.

Today’s society does indeed present 
many factors that intensify the inher
ent difficulties in the process of 
growing up. As society has become 
more mobile， family life has changed 
and continues to change. The typical 
American family has moved from a 
two parent， several children household 
to a single， divorced or unmarried 
parent, male or female， or to a two 
working parents， one child household. 
Families have changed so rapidly 
from the seventies that research done 
ten years ago is irrelevant. The 
extended family with its members 
remaining in the same community or 
household seems to have essentially 
disappeared.

When the developmental tasks of 
children and adolescents are remem
bered, the value of the extended 
family is clearly identified. Famdy 
members, young and old, formed a 
base of values from which individual 
principles，beliefs， values and philo
sophies were formulated. It provided 
a safe and solid foundation that 
could be used to evaluate society’s 
new ideas. The extended family 
offered a variety of built-in learning 
experiences including the opportunity 
to practice new skills in a safe and 
supportive environment. The ability to 
see other family members deal di
rectly with the typical problems

of growing up was also available. 
Children and adolescents saw real 
successes and failures rather than the 
glamorized or pessimistic versions 
viewed in today’s media. Close 
community involvement experienced 
in rural， small communities and 
stable neighborhoods added to the 
support and clearly established beliefs 
of the family. With the absence of 
the extended family or Hrm de行nitions 
of the roles of the family, youngsters 
lack both the experiences and knowレ 
edge to deal with future problems. 
Even though beliefs and lifestyles 
change, having a dennite value sys
tem, based on family values, enables 
youth to face challenging ideas in 
a rational and analytical manner.

Today’s value systems and customs 
arein acon stan tsta teo ftu rm oiL  
Lifestyles are changing quickly and 
drastically. Through modern technol
ogy, today’s youth are bombarded 
with a great deal of information and 
consequently numerous alternatives. 
Many of these alternatives threaten 
the seemingly stable values that have 
been developed. From childhood 
through adolescence, our youth are 
presented with both practical and 
philosophical convicts. For example， 
values of honesty， work ethics and 
morals or socially acceptable behavior 
are challenged by today’s pressures 
for achievement and immediate per
sonal gratification. A child’s need to 
feel safe and social, or family con
straints to conform and belong con- 
f!ict with the push for self-identity 
and independence. Youth’s difficulty 
in adequately expressing themselves 
as well as family or social norms 
that discourage such expression put 
them in conflict with society’s advo
cacy to express one’s thoughts and 
feelings openly.

In addition to the personal values 
that are continuously challenged， 
today’s youth are faced with a variety
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of larger, long-range issues that 
confront their personal morals and 

values. The business of growing up 
is compounded with ecological, political 

and economical issues. Current political 
systems versus long-standing ideals of 

democracy are questioned as well as 
anti war，violence， and peace movements 
versus protection for freedom.

Today’s youth relate a genuine fear 
and prediction that they will die in a 
nuclear war. The importance of ad
vancing socially and financially at all 
costs challenges the ideals of human 
compassion. Technological and economi

cal interests confront ecological concerns. 
The cost of education and its value in 

pursuing an economically successful future 
questions the long-standing worth of 
higher education.

Dealing with this continual stream of 
value convicts hinders youth’s abilities to 
formulate their own set of values.

The constant change and conHicts， although 
challenging, put today’s youth in turm oil.A  

sense of loneliness and helplessness can overcome 
the normal process of growing up. A feeling of 
impotence can ensue. The young may then search 

for ways to escape and create their own 
individual world rather than futHdy deal with 

the present complex and unpredictable world. 
Assisting youth deal with these problems 

is made more difficult as the helpers， 
adults， are likewise faced with the 

same value conflicts. Attempting 
to reduce some of the

on page 8)
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The Latchkey Kid Movement: 
Impact On Emotional Adjustment

An Interview with Millie Flansburg
By Gail Cm ideo, Ed

The 1980’s has been witness to the 
growing number of families in which 
both parents work, and to the single 
parent family. Another product of 
the times is the latchkey kid， a term 

given to those chil
dren who, after 
completing their 
school day， return 
home to an empty 
house. These chil
dren are given a key 
to let themselves 
into the house in the 
absence of their 
parents. In both the 
single parent family 
and the fami丨y with 
both parents working 
the latchkey kid 
movement becomes 
a focus of concern.

The absence of 
parental supervision 
for a growing num
ber of children has 
caused great concern 
among parents and 
professionals. The 
concerns include 
physical safety issues 
such as: How safe 
is it to have a child 
home alone? What 
if the child should 
get hurt and be 

unable to get help? Someone could 
know the child is alone and take 
advantage of them. The emotional 
development of these children is also 
of concern. The 丨atchkey child may 
be expected at too young an age， 
to take responsibility for himself and 
perhaps a younger sibling.

Millie Flansburg， staff psychologist 
with the Center for Mental Health 
Children’s Unit, has over ten years 
experience in working with children. 
Millie was recently asked to discuss 
the latchkey kid movement and what 
is being done to meet the needs of
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The latchkey kid movement has 

been a popular subject for the news 
media with particular emphasis on 
dramatic cases of abused children, 
homes broken into and abducted 
children. The impact of this publicity 
on the general public， parents and 
children is in question. As parents 
and the public become inundated 
with these startling reports， fear for 
the children grows. Parents lecture 
their children on safety; the school 
lectures on safety. What effect can 
this intense concern for safety have 
on the child?
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Millie feels, however， that the focus 
is misplaced in these instances.
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The impact of unreasonable expec

tations and responsibility with the 
latchkey child is also an issue. Millie 
reflected on children，who， at the 
age of seven, are taught to care for 
younger siblings including feeding， 
diaper changing， dotnmg and disci
plining. ‘‘77?6\ye (*/パ7^*^? are “f se/*/- 
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These children may be seen by 
mental health professionals and pre
sent with a number of emotional and 
developmental problems. The treat
ment setting should be designed 
to meet the individual needs of the 
child and staffed by experts in child 
development. In working with socially



and emotionaHy delayed children， 
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The social and economic issues 
which have created the latchkey kid 
are not apt to change in the near 
future; therefore， concern for our 
children will continue. The media is 
Hlled with advertisements and advice 
on day care, pre-school programs 
and public service safety programs. 
We must remember, however， that 
our prime resource in keeping our 
children safe and healthy is education 
for parents on the developmental 
needs of their children.ロ

Dr. Shashi Bhatia， Assistant 
Professor， Creighton University 
School of Medicine， Department 
of Psychiatry and Behavior Sciences， 
has an active practice in child and 
adolescent Dsvchiatry and is an active 
member of the staff at Saint Joseph 
Center for Menta丨 Hea丨th. Dr. Bhatia 
was asked to share her thoughts re
garding the latchkey kid phenomenon.
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environmental pressures of family, 
school or community seems essential- 
preaching, moralizing pat answers， 
or platitudes are not helpful when 
values are questioned. Energy instead 
needs to be placed on assisting our 
youth develop their own clear values 
and goals and helping with identifica
tion and clarification of their con- 
cerns. Once their goals are 
established， skills and assistance that 
is needed to achieve these goals must 
be actively taught and provided.

Mental health professionals cur
rently seem to be treating more 
children and adolescents suffering 
from deep feelings of sadness，loneli- 
ness and hopelessness. These youth 
are experiencing genuine feelings 
or incompetence and impotence in 
their lives. Although their inappro
priate behavior may be the initial 
reason for a mental health referral， 
treatment focuses on dealing with the 
youth’s feelings. Helping these ado
lescents and children to realistically 
re-evaluate their self-image or seB- 
worth is dif行cult when society’s 
values are constantly changing.

Despite today’s values toward open 
communication， expressing feelings 
of insecurity and fear seems to be a 
threatening experience. These thoughts 
are unwelcome in a society that 
demands achievement， confidence 
and success.

The media appears to compound 
the problem by constantly presenting 
and advocating glamorized and ideal
istic self-images or lifestyles that must 
be attained for happiness. Significant 
adultsfrequentlyfailtoprovideassist- 
ance as their values and roles are 
also being challenged and changed. 
They may even feel that their own

self-worth, competence or power is 
weakened. Their expectations or hopes 
for their children may also be based 
on equally glamorized and unrealistic
goals. Family support 
standing is essential 
in treating children 
and adolescents.
Our society moves 
so fast that the 
need for this support 
and understanding 
is forgotten or mini
mized. The gradual 
disintegration of the 
extended family and 
stable neighborhood 
tends to perpetuate 
a sense of having 
to “ make it alone.” 
A large percent 
ot treatment focuses 
on increasing the 
parent’s understand
ing of the child and 
altering the youth’s

and under-
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environment to pro
vide the needed sup
port and assistance. 
Improving communi
cation and parenting 
skills as well as 
learning to recognize 
and accept their 
child’s strengths and 
weaknesses is done 
on an individual
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and group basis. The youth’s social 
and school environment or setting 
may need to be changed. The family 
may additionally need to reassess 
and alter its lifestyle or values.

Such action seems to be essential
for our troubled youth to make 
optimal changes. Change is always 
difficult but our mobile society would 
seem to facilitate this movement.
Instead, change seems to be more 
difficult and threatening in our current 
climate of floundering values and 
goals.ロ



Societal Change， Parenting 
And Today’s Children

By WiHiam P. CoHamer，Ph.D.

There has been an increasing con
cern on the part of many in this 
country about the possible detrimental 
effects that today’s high technology， 
high push society might have on

the development of 
our children. Evi
dence for this con
cern ranges from the 
growth of movies, 
television shows and 
news articles on 
teenage suicide to an 
entire issue of the

CMd PxyMo/ogy 
(1980) devoted to 
the future challenges 
to be faced by 
clinicians as society 
changes. Unfortu- 
nately， generating a 
term like “ high 
tech society” might 
too easily provide us 
with a poorly de- 
行ned scapegoat upon 
which to blame 
problems experienced 
by today's youth， 
thereby distracting us 

from confronting the complex net
work of factors that affect a child’s 
development.

A frequently overlooked point to 
consider is the multicausal context in 
which development occurs. It would 
be nice to point to a specific factor 
that would explain a child’s difficulty 
such as poverty, drug abuse， street 
gangm em bershiporam essydivorce. 
The truth is, however， that no one 
speci行c factor can adequately explain 
the outcome of a child’s develop
ment. As expressed in an article by 
Sameroff and Seifer (1983) biomedi
cal factors beginning at conception 
and carrying on after Dirth combine 
with social factors leading to an 
enhancement or obstruction of various

adaptive and maladaptive tendencies. 
They state， “In defining the develop
mental risk associated with any ciiild, 
the characteristics of the child must 
be related to the abi丨ity of the envi
ronment to regulate the development 
of the child toward social norms . . .  
disordered social environments might 
convert biologically normal infants 
into caretaking casualties.” As society 
changes， there is a need to look at 
how the environmental spheres that a 
child inhabits —  biological, educa
tional， peer, parental and immediate/ 
extended family， are modified.

It is the premise of this article that 
examining how social change affects 
the parents might be as important 
as looking at how social change 
directly affects the individual child. 
Just as a child with a particular 
temperament interacts within numer
ous social spheres， the family itself 
can also be considered an independent 
unit with a particular “ temperament” 
evolving within a larger ecological 
network of social influences (Grotbert， 
1980). Bdsky (1984) points out that 
parenting is also a multi-determined 
factor dependent upon forces within 
the parent, within the child and 
within the broader social contexts in 
wnich the parent-child interactions 
occur. He talks of an “ ideal” parent
ing style in which the parents are 
sensitive to the child’s capabilities 
and particular developmental tasks. 
They are able to rise above their 
own needs and develop a nurturant 
attitude toward their children. Parent
ing ability can however， be affected 
by the amount of support available to 
them within their own marital rela
tionship, from family and friends， 
and from their experiences in the job 
network.

According to Belsky， parents re
ceive different types of help from 
these various social spheres， including 
emotional support, help with specific

tasks of parenting, modeling of what 
is and is not appropriate parental 
behavior， and a sort of informal in
formation network in which experi- 
ences and ideas can be shared. Social 
changes paired with changing de- 
viands placed upon the parents might 
interfere with their ability to obtain 
needed support from each of these 
realms with parenting being adversely 
affected.

An upwardly and outwardly mobile 
society with frequent moves might 
interfere with the establishment of 
family and friend support systems. 
Unemployment， under employment， or 
low job satisfaction can result in 
stress leading to problems in parent
ing. The parents can become absorbed 
in their careers， leading to less time 
being spent with their offspring. With 
both parents working, parental expec
tations and demands on the child 
are sometimes greater， especially re
garding home and self-maintenance， 
and maternal absence also becomes a 
factor, tether of these situations can 
sometimes have a negative effect 
on a child. Stress associated with 
inadequate social support from friends 
and family， or job related difficulties， 
or both can effect the marital rela
tionship. This can lead to additional 
stress oemg experienced by the parent 
which filters down to the child via 
impairedparenting.

As parenting becomes impaired, 
the risk for problems developing 
in their children increases. For exam
ple, incorrect or erratic parental 
attention and punishment， cold or 
oppressive home environments， and 
the modeling of aggressive solutions 
to conflict can all lead to various 
behavioral problems in children， and 
can all be a result of the family 
dealing with social pressures and a 
lack of or inadequate social support
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Military Children —
Does Rank Aave Its Privileges?

By Kathleen A. Miller， RN

Whenever an area contains a large 
contingency of military population, 
there is speculation that the commu
nity is changed because of the atti- 
tudes and philosophies which

accompany the mili
tary mode of life. 
While experience has 
shown that these 
assumptions do not 
necessarily hold true， 
research has identi
fied several problem 
areas in the “ mili
tary family syn
drome” which may 
present as behavior 
disorders in the 
children.

Many areas of 
family dynamics are 
affected by the 
unique elements of 
military life. The 
military-family rela
tionships may lead to 
conflict within the 
family unit as a 
triangle is formed 
with the family 
aligned against a 

strong military-father coalition. As 
forced compliance is mandatory in the 
father’s work, oftentimes the same 
compliance is expected of children 
with no thought of communication 
among family members.

Enforced separation due to remote 
assignments or TDY， temporary 
duty， also has a major impact on 
family adjustment, frequently resulting 
in a loss or reduction of support 
within the family. Often these separa
tions come with little warning or 
preparation time. If the father has 
been a major source of support and 
there is not extended family in the 
immediate area to help， the family 
may suffer from isolation. In some 
instances, one family member may

become symptomatic， requesting the 
father’s return. In other families， 
the father’s functions may be taken 
over by another member, thus pushing 
the father out of the unit upon his 
return. An effective return into the 
family unit may never occur, and 
if the difficulties remain unresolved, 
the father may request additional 
assignments away from home thus 
perpetuating the problem in the 
family.

Frequent moves may cause difOcul- 
ties in forming relationships outside 
the family. Without enough time 
to develop them， and with the under
standing that they wi!l be transient, 
many relationships remain shallow. 
This may be seen as symptomatic in 
the child unable to form attachments 
in school or in the family unit. If the 
community is not open to the mili
tary family， sees them as transients， 
and mistrusts them, the children 
are further isolated and often scape
goated. Mothers in these families 
often present as unhappy and de
pressed， having numerous unmet 
needs and unable to offer support to 
their children. Breaking in as the 
‘‘new kid，’ in the peer group or 
school setting， coupled with a lack of 
support or communication at home， 
may result in acting out behavior.
The adolescent may fall into any 
group willing to accept him during a 
vulnerable time. There may be rebel
lion against the established roles 
within the family, however weak they 
may be， as the adolescent attempts 
to gain some control over his envi
ronment. While exercising his need 
to belong， the teen may further 
alienate himself from the family and 
fall into anti social behaviors of 
the runaway or drug culture.

A common assumption that the 
authoritarian, unyielding approach of 
the career military person win be 
carried from the job into the home

does not always hold true; however， 
the greatest number of behavior 
disorders come from authoritarian 
families. These fathers often came 
from autocratic homes themselves and 
found the military comfortable for 
that same reason .丨n other military 
homes the father takes a passive role， 
making a conscious effort to distin
guish between job and family， with 
the mother assuming the role of 
primary disciplinarian. With the rising 
incidence of two active duty family 
members， there is added stress on the 
children since parenting becomes a 
secondary issue, the job, or mission， 
being number one. This may lead 
to inconsistency in discipline meth
ods， confusion for the children， and 
guilt on the part of the parents.

Depression among children from 
— y families is common. They 
may present as withdrawn， extremely 
passive， or as angry and aggressive. 
School moves are particularly difficult 
for these children with adjustment 
problems. The primary grades child 
may stop learning for a period of six 
to twelve months due to the shock 
of moving, the trauma of having nis 
world tom apart, and leaving friends. 
When a child spends most of his 
time thinking about all of the losses 
in his life he has neither the time 
nor the energy left to concentrate and 
learn.

The young high school age child 
may experience the same feelings 
of loss. Interrupting newly formed 
friendships at the point where peer 
relationships are very important 
causes the same depression and with- 
drawa丨 as seen in the younger child. 
There is extreme pressure on the high 
school senior who must uproot at 
the point when some major decisions 
for future life are being made. Fre
quently， these young people do not
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“Family Dynamics And The 
Adolescent Substance Abuser ’，

By Emmet Kenney, M .D. and Michael Kowalenko，M .A.

The American Psychiatric Associa
tion defines substance abuse by stat- 
ing that three criteria must be met: 
there must be a pattern of pathologi
cal use， impairment in the user’s 

social/occupational 
functioning caused 
by the pattern of 
pathological use, and 
the disturbance must 
last at least one 
month.' Substance 
abuse can also be 
defined as the condi
tion resulting from 
an individual’s use
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of mood-altering 
chemicals in which 
there are significant 
and usually repeated 
problems in impor
tant areas of the 
user’s life.

There are two 
important points of 
differences between 
adult and adolescent 
models of substance 
abuse and treatment. 
First， the treatment 
unit of any child 
or adolescent is the 
family; they cannot 
be treated in a 

miniature adults.”vacuum or as 
The adolescent is protected from 
many of the worldly realities wnich 
would precipitate crises in an adult 
substance abuser. Adolescents nor
mally do not go through a ‘‘social 
use’’ phase, so they can go from 
experimental to heavy， regular drug 
use quickly. The focus of adolescent 
treatment must therefore be the teen
age years, which makes treatment 
models which require lifelong absti
nence from alcohol and drugs less 
effective. Second， the adolescent 
is not a ‘‘whole person’’ in the sense 
that he is not fully developed, lacks

some social skills, has immature 
judgement and is still seeking an 
identity, “ Who am I?” is still being 
determined， in nearly equal parts, 
by the adolescent’s family and the 
peer group.

An often-asked question is “ why 
do they use?” There are a variety of 
reasons， none of which tells the 
whole story. First, substance use is 
frequently labelled as ‘‘fun’’ by peo
ple important to the user, the peer 
group. Second， substance use is 
a part of our society and culture， as 
one look at advertising demonstrates • 
Third, adolescents use substances 
to belong; it is a quick and easy 
badge of membership. Fourth, they 
use to impress, especially other 
adolescents. Adolescents use chemi
cals to defy, drawing a boundary 
between themselves and the adults 
around them. Jbrickson refers to this 
as “distantiation” or “ the readiness to 
repudiate . . .  people whose essence 
seems dangerous to one’s own. ”3 
Some adolescents self-medicate due 
to being chemically dependent or 
as a dramatic cry for help.斗 Lastly， 
chemical use may be a way to win a 
battle in a family war; adolescents 
may Haunt their abuse to make their 
parents feel impotent.

Adolescent substance abuse includes 
the entire family: of the genuine 
adolescent substance abusers，90%

tended family system. This lends 
weight to the theory that substance 
abuse is genetically mediated; possi
bly users metabolize mood-akering 
chemicals differently than nonusers. 
There is further evidence that sub
stance misuse by significant others is 
a factor. Many teens express concern 
about family members that smoke or 
annk too much.

The most important goal of any 
competent treatment program is to 
encourage significant others to use

their relationship with the substance 
abuser to promote change. Obviously, 
the therapeutic relationship is also 
used for this goal, but it is rarely as 
powerful as the existing family rela
tionships. Parents invest emotionally 
according to their child’s need: a 
great deal in infancy, then steadily 
decreasing as the child becomes 
independent. The child returns this 
emotional investment until adoles
cence, when he suddenly seems to 
re-evaluate the parent.5 Feelings of 
low self-worth may cause parents to 
interpret this re-evaluation as rejec
tion. The thrust of therapy with these 
parents is to reassure them of their 
child’s attachment. It has been shown 
that heroin addicts in large urban 
ghettos are emotionally involved with 
their families into their 20’s. This 
emotional involvement has been used 
successfully to promote recovery.6 
In adolescent treatment， the parent- 
child relationship is modified by 
putting the parents back in charge in 
a way that will enhance the natural 
development of the child.

Therapy with the adolescent sub
stance abuser poses a distinct chal
lenge to the treatment team. Some of 
the clinical treatment issues include: 
(1 )The need for control. The treat
ment team should anticipate testing 
from the adolescent. (2) Building the 
patient’s self-esteem. It is preferable 
to build mechanisms into the program 
to elevate the status of the patients 
as they progress. (3) Having signifi
cant stafr investment in the patient. 
The ideal therapeutic relationship 
is one in which the abusing person is 
accepted and the abusing behavior 
is confronted and extinguished.
(4) Teaching the skills necessary to 
be a nonuser in a using world through 
assertiveness and social skills training 
plus role-play practice. (5) Giving 
the patient a dear message that drug 
use is ‘‘not okay’’ and that the
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staff will be available to help main
tain that stance in the face of peer 
pressure. (6) Maintaining a strict 
posture of dealing with the adolescent 
years， instead of a lifelong focus.
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(7) Overcontrolling 
the adolescent so the 
rules at home look 
more attractive, inis 
helps short-circuit 
the issue of whether 
parents have any 
right to set rules and 
have control over 
tneir teenager’s life.

A vita丨丨ssue for 
any substance abuse 
program is dealing 
with and preventing 
relapse. Relapse 
is to be anticipated 
in recovering sub
stance abusers but it 
should not be ac
cepted as simply 
‘‘inevitable.’” It oc
curs for two reasons: 
there is insufficient 
investment in the 
aftercare plan on the 
part of the patient 
and family, or the 
treatment team in
vests more heavily 
in the adolescent 
than does the dis

charge placement. This may happen 
in cases involving nonintegrated step- 
families or referral of the adolescent
for treatment by a third-party source.

Techniques designed to effectively 
check relapse should be part of the 
treatment regime. Efforts should 
be made to transfer responsibility for 
successful outcome from the treat
ment system to the family along with 
development of a specific plan to 
deal with “ slips” or isolated instances 
of substance use. The family also

needs assistance in understanding the 
effective transfer of responsibility 
for continued sobriety to the adoles
cent at age-appropriate times. The 
aftercare plan should be structured 
enough for the adolescent to maintain 
sobriety for at least one year.

There is a great deal of pessimism 
in the field of substance abuse treat
ment, some of which is justified. 
However， if one factors out the vari
ables of circumstances requiring 
long-term treatment, lack of effective 
aftercare， and lack of family support 
the remainder of the picture is en
couraging. The adolescent graduate of 
an effective treatment program will 
be different than when he entered 
treatment. The adolescent can no 
longer deny the problem. His ration
alizations have been countered, the 
alibi system badly dented, and the 
counterculture arguments exposed and 
laid to rest. The family has been 
alerted to the existence of the prob
lem and given information and sup- 
port. This adds up to a hopeful 
prognosis for a point in time when 
the adolescent will accept sobriety as 
a new way of life. Treatment is 
just the beginning.ロ
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Military Chi丨dren - Does 
Rank 只ave Its Privileges?

move with their families, but rather 
remain with friends or relatives to 
complete nigh school.

Pressure to conform and perform is 
another problem， especially among 
the higher income group of officer 
parents. These children may be unable 
to meet the expectations of their 
parents. The higher ranking officer 
may be concerned that his child’s 
behavior and performance will be a 
rejection on him and jeopardize 
his chances for promotion. This prob
lem is not unique to the military 
and is seen within the same civilian 
socio-economic group.

Despite the problems presented by 
children of military families, it is 
encouraging to report that more mili
tary personnel are seeking counseling 
for family members. When children 
from military families are presented 
for care in the psychiatric setting， 
special consideration must be given 
to those sensitive areas identified 
as major inHuencing factors in their 
lives. Therapy with the child or 
adolescent is rarely successful unless 
the parents, and often siblings， are 
included. Family roles may need 
to be redefined. Although not limited 
to the military， there is a tendency 
to assume traditional stereotyped roles 
and identities， such as “ military 
officer， ，’ “officer’s wife， ，’ and ‘‘Army 
brat.” This can reinforce behaviors 
and cause disruption to family har
mony. If these roles can be shed with 
a minimum of disruption and con
frontation， family members are then 
able to work toward more positive 
relationships within the family and 
extending to others.

The key to successful and harmo
nious living within any family unit is



communication among its members. 
Treatment that works toward honest 
and open communication between 
family members can facilitate resolu
tion of many convicts. Military

families do face many unique 
problems. They also have the choice 
to face these dif行culties and to 
conquer or accept what follows. Even 
though all members of the military

community wear rank, parents and 
children have no rank and each 
should be assisted to develop to their 
fullest potential.t_J

and being a  kid isn’t easy-
Growing up can be a frustrating experience for a young person and 

his family. That’s why Saint Joseph Center for Mental Health brings 
caring ol a special kind to its diagnostic and treatment services for 
young people.

A trained， sensitive staff provides a 
lull range of treatment services for 
children and adolescents. There's even 
a special adolescent substance abuse 
program. "  there’s a young person in 
your life who needs fielp， call us 
anytime . . .  24 hours a day， seven 
days a week . . .  at (402) 449-4650.

SA1MT JOSEPH
CEfTTER FOR 
ME 陽し HEALTH
A hea丨th care center ofgMVM.
819 Dorcas Street, Omaha, Nebraska 68108
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Societal Change, 
Parenting And Today’s 
Chiidren

networks (Moore, 1982). Parental 
problems in dealing with stressful life 
events can interact with ‘‘abuse 
proneness’’ in combination with the 
particular temperament of the child to 
trigger child abuse (Green, 1982).

Mental illness in a parent (Sameroff 
and Seifer，1983) has frequently 
been noted to impair his or her ability 
to adequately meet the needs of 
children in the family. Unfortunately, 
judging from current estimates， there 
is a large segment of the population 
in the United States that is suffering 
some sort of psychological problem.
It could be that some of the social 
changes and stresses we allow our
selves to experience in this country 
are causing us signi行cant problems of 
living which can impair our parenting 
style. As our stress filters down to 
our children we might, in fact， be 
perpetuating the high rate of mental 
illness in America.

Given the complexity of the current 
situation, it would appear necessary 
to continue to investigate the impact 
that our evolving society has on 
the family. Various governmental 
bodies need to examine how their 
policies impact on families and the 
parents’ ability to meet the develop
mental needs of their children. Atten
tion should also be given to 
increasing parent education and to the 
development of new programs to 
foster family development (Grotbert， 
1980).

Another useful avenue for addi
tional research is examining why 
some families， parents and individual 
children handle stress better than 
others. If such protective factors can

be found, it might be possible to 
identify high risk families and provide 
them with the tools necessary to 
better cope with the tasks they 
may face.

We need to examine whether or 
not w e， as adults， are experiencing 
the ‘‘good life .” If we are not allow
ing ourselves and others to Hve up 
to full potential, then we must be 
concerned that we may be teaching 
our children a similar set of faulty 
values and apathy， thereby perpetuat
ing the problem.
In coming to appreciate what we 
would like our life to be like， we 
might come to discover values that， 
if taught to our children within the 
family， may at least help them 
achieve goals that may be out of our 
immediate grasp (Nakamura，1980).

Most importantly, until we reach a 
fuller understanding of how current 
social pressures and changes affect 
children， especially indirectly through 
its impact on their parents， there 
needs to be a continuing emphasis on 
providing the services necessary to 
meet tneir mental health needs. There 
is still some concern that we are 
underserving our youth in tnis area 
with anywhere from 3 to 9 million 
children requiring some sort of mental 
health services (Knitzer，1984). We 
must continue to coordinate presently 
existing services and emphasize the 
development of nSw programs given 
such a potential need. In this way 
we will insure that our most impor
tant resource, our children, achieve 
their full potential.ロ
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Speakers
Bureau

Do you need a speaker 
f〇「you「group 〇「 

◦ 「ganization?
The Center f〇「Mental 
Health has a Speakers 
Bureau which ◦什e「s 
programs on a wide 

variety of topics, 
inc丨udirtg mental health 
issues and/o「W6lln6ss.

If you are interested 
in a speaker, contact 
the Education and 

Resource Depa_ent 
at 449-4174.
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CMH UPDATE

Introducing AMI 
Psychiatric 
Services，Inc.

Richard Gorski is Vice President 
for American Medical International， 
Inc. (AMI), and Chief Financial 
Of行cer of AM丨 Psychiatric Services， 
Inc.， an AM丨 subsidiary. Pribr to this 
position, Mr. Gorski served as Direc
tor of Finance, Hospital Operations， 
for AMI’s United Kingdom ofHce.
He also served as Corporate Account
ing Manager for the AM 丨 Headquar- 
ters in Beverly Hills，California. 
Previous positions include Controller 
for Kobe，Inc. and Staff Accountant 
with Haskins & SeHs. Mr. Gorski 
is a Certified Public Accountant and 
a member of the American and 
California Institutes of Certified Pub
lic Accountants and the NAPPH 
Task Force on Prospective Payments.

Janine M. Jordan is Operations 
Specialist for Chief Operating Officer，

Herman Diesenhaus， at AMI Psychi
atric Services. Ms. Jordan joined 
AMI in 1984 as part of a graduate 
internship program in the Western 
Division Office. Prior to this Jordan 
held diverse health care positions 
including staff, research, and consult
ing in planning and design in Bos- 
ton’s major teaching hospitals. She 
earned her BA from the University of 
Massachusetts and a Masters in 
Management in Health Care Services 
from Lesley College, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts.

Cooperative
Learning

Cooperative Learning is a social 
psychological model of therapy cur
rent 丨 y used at Saint Joseph Center for 
Mental Health with the children and 
adolescent patients to teach the social 
skills of trust, communication，leader
ship and confiict resolution. Coopera- 
tive Learning is accomplished through 
small group exercises. Critical ele
ments of the small group work 
include positive interdependence 
between group members， a single 
group product, individual accountabil
ity and social skill training.

Many times children and adoles
cents perform social skills uncon- 
sciously and haphazardly. One of the 
goals of Cooperative Learning groups 
is to help patients become consciously 
aware of the behaviors which they 
perform while working in a small 
group. This is accomplished through 
processing， a part of the Cooperative 
Learning group when the patients are 
given feedback on their socia丨 skill 
behaviors. Patients gradually become

aware of the skills needed to work 
effectively in groups and begin to 
increase the numer of times they 
perform these effective behaviors. 
Practicing social skills within the 
group promotes growth in other areas 
of social interaction.

The Cooperative Learning program, 
directed by Karen Brown，Educa
tional Therapist， is an integral part of 
the structured, therapeutic program 
for children and adolescents at the 
Center for Mental Health.

Center for 
Mental Health 
Relocation Study

In keeping with the AMI purchase 
agreement, a feasibility study has 
been initiated to determine potential 
relocation for the Center for Mental 
Health. The work plan for the study 
has been designed to answer key 
questions relative to the Center for 
Mental Health’s current programs, its 
market, the reimbursement climate 
for mental health services， perception 
of the community regarding the 
hospital, and potential relocation sites. 
The study is expected to take approx
imately sixteen weeks and is targeted 
for completion in 丨ate March.
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Michael T. Cronin，BS，CPA,

joined the Saint Joseph Center for 
Mental Health staff as Chief Accoun
tant in October. His most recent 
position was with Immanuel Medical 
Center in Omaha， where he was 
Reimbursement Specialist. Before 
embarking on a career in business， 
Mr. Cronin served in the Army as a 
Clinical Specialist and worked as 
an LPN for seven years. He has a 
12 year old daughter，Jennifer， enjoys 
reading and jogging. A special inter
est of his and his wife， Nancy, is 
Murphy， his St_ Bernard.

A. J. Metzger ushered in the New
Year as Business Office Manager of 
that newly organized department 
at Saint Joseph Center for Mental 
Health. He formerly held the same 
position at Twelve Oaks Hospital 
in Houston, Texas， a 336-bed， acute 
care facility affiliated with American 
Medical International.M「 Metzger 
served in the Navy for twenty-one 
years and pursued accounting courses

New Faces
through the International Accounting 
Society. His interests include plants， 
gardening, hunting and 行shing. Happy 
to return to the Midwest, he and his 
wife of thirty-three years，Bernice, 
have 行ve children.

Lynette Kautz，BA，was appointed 
Personnel Specialist at Saint Joseph 
Center for Mental Health in Decem
ber. She has held several positions in 
the Oeld of personnel work， the 
most recent at Alexander and Alex
ander, Inc. Her diverse professional 
experience includes positions as 
Director of a Day Care Center， Junior 
High School vocal music instructor, 
and Adult Education Instructor. The 
mother of two daughters，Ms. Kautz 
is currently pursuing a graduate de
gree at The University of Nebraska at 
Omaha.

Cheryl W illis，RN, was recently 
promoted to Clinical Unit Coordinator 
of the Adult Primary Care Unit.
Her background at the Center includes 
experience as a Staff Nurse, Evening 
Supervisor and asTeam Leader.
Mrs. Willis received her ADN from 
the College of Saint Mary in 1975 
ana is currently enrolled there to 
complete her BSN. In 1981 she was 
recognized by the Outstanding 
Women of America for her commu
nity involvement in the Omaha area.

Waiter L. Armentrout，RN，

has accepted the position of Clinical 
Unit Coordinator of the Children’s 
andY oungT eenU nits.M r.A rm en- 
trout， who joined the Center for 
Mental Heaith in 1974， took a tem
porary leave to pursue educational 
goals in 1983 and is currently pursu
ing a degree in Heahh/Hospital 
Administration. His work experience 
includes clinica丨 and supervisory 
positions in adult and child/adolescent 
psychiatric nursing.



CMnica! Conferences
Recent Advances in 
Psychopharmacology

Leo Hollister，M .D .， Professor of 
Medicine， Psychiatry and Pharmacol
ogy， Stanford University School 
of Medicine; Senior Medical Investi
gator， Veterans Administration Medi- 
cal Center, Palo Alto， California 
is scheduled to speak April 9 
at the first program in the Windows 
of the World series for 丨985. This 
program, co-sponsored by Saint 
Joseph Center for Mental Health and 
Creighton University， Department 
of Psychiatry, is open to aH interested 
professionals.

Psychiatry and 
the Fatherless Family

Dr. Paul Adams， Kemper Professor 
of Child Psychiatry at the University 
of Texas Medical Branch in Galves
ton, will speak on the subject of 
Psychiatry and the Fatherless Family 
on April 30th as part of the Windows 
of the World lecture series. This 
program is open to all health profes

sionals and members ot the lay 
community.

Heaith Care Delivery System 
in Italy

Linda Lennox，MSN， Director of 
Nursing at Saint Joseph Center for 
Mental Health, recently visited Italy 
as part of the kalian-American Nurs
ing Administrators Conference. On 
January 29，1985， at the monthly 
Nursing Grand Rounds program，Ms. 
Lennox discussed the socio-cultural 
aspects of Italy’s Health Care System 
and described the Nursing Education 
System in Italy.

Cbmcai Application 
ofDSMIH

The eight-part series on DSM III 
which started in December continues 
through April with programs on the 
Multi-Axial System， Personality Dis
orders, Psychotic Disorders, Major 
Affective Disorders， Conduct Disor
ders， and Substance Use Disorders. 
This series, presented by Saint Joseph

Center for Mental Health psychiatrists 
and chmcal staff， is open to aU 
health professionals. The programs 
include the criteria used in assessment 
of the major categories of mental 
disorders， use of the multi-axial sys
tem, and emphasis on formulating 
sound treatment approaches.

Speakers Bureau
The Center for Mental Health 

clinical staff are scheduled to share 
their expertise on mental health issues 
in response to requests from various 
groups within the community. Sched- 
uled programs for the 行rst quarter 
inciuae:

Adolescent Suicide 
Stress Management 
Handling Stress When Dealing 

With Dissatisfied Customers 
Keeping Lines of Communication 

Open Between Parents and 
Children

Alcohol and Drug Abuse 
Communicating With Your 

Teenager
Balancing Your Personal and 

Professional Life

For more information contact:
Mary Jean Kasher， Director of Education
and Resource/Community Education (402) 449-4174

Thomas Vandenack Memorial Fund
Saint Joseph Center for Mental 

Health gratefully acknowledges the 
Memorial Fund established by Mr. 
and Mrs. Roger H. Vandenack in 
memory of their son，Thomas. To 
date， the following groups or individ
uals have contributed:

Ms. Madeline Cupich 
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Foley 
Mr. and Mrs. Ed V_ Knox 
Mr. Ronald E. Waggener 
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh W. Hunt 
Mr. and Mrs. Emory C. Hunt 
Dr. and Mrs. Warren Miller

Lt. Col. and Mrs. Richard L. Klein 
Surgical Associates of Lincoln, P.C. 
Suburban West Medicaし P.C. 
LaSalle Club
Radiology Consultants, Inc. 
Orthopaedic Surgery，Inc.
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Book Reviews

The Handbook for Latchkey Chi里- 
dren and Their Parents. LyM從

P/?Z) 训 ゴ 1 “叹 ，EdD，

わ/ ^ C〇A/!p“A?y，
/術 .

Aoproximately 6.5 million children 
in the United States are home alone, 
before and after school， while their 
parents work. Drs. Lang and Lang, 
two of the foremost recognized ex
perts on the problems of latchkey 
children， describe the latchkey phe
nomenon， its negative as well as 
positive aspects， and projected conse
quences. Practical and down-to-earth 
solutions for an increasingly common 
family situation are offered to con
cerned professionals and parents.
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This book is intended to serve as a 
reference source for professionals 
directly involved in therapeutic work

with adolescents and their families.
丁he book presents alternative tech
niques for treating a variety of emo- 
tional and physical disorders, such 
as depression, anxiety， obesity and 
insomnia. Dr. Stein and Dr. Davis 
suggest integrating different methods 
for maximum effectiveness， rather 
than advocating uniform adherence to 
one technique.
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Catherine Garvey, a Professor of 

Psychology at John Hopkins Uni
versity, discusses the little understood 
but familiar activity, play. Aside 
from using up energy, does play pro
vide another function? Dr. Garvey 
contends it simulates reality without 
being bound by it. Play increases the 
child’s capacity for coping with 
physical and social realities. This 
book， from the series The Developing 
Child, is for parents as well as

professionals interested in the famil- 
iarities and the new dimensions of 
play.
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From the series The Developing 
Child, tms book is intended to in
crease professionals’ and parents’ 
awareness of the importanceofchH- 
dren’s rnendships. Dr. Rubm， a 
Social Psychologist， reviews the de
velopment of children’s mendships 
and explores the child’s conception of 
friendship from toddler to adolescent. 
The author also discusses why chiレ 
dren form cliques， follow fads and 
(almost universally) exclude members 
of the opposite sex in the years 
just before puberty.
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